My Favorite World #14

The regular visitor to My Favorite World has probably noticed
that I love movies. Here we go again.
A couple of weeks ago, the family was having a celebratory
dinner and we spontaneously decided to go see a movie. This
never happens. We all have so many schedule issues, but this
night, we tossed it all aside.
We dashed to the theater with son using his hand-held
intertubes google machine to find something worth seeing. The
listings were grim. Would I endure the never-going-to-go-away
Matthew McConaughey trying to sell me a Lincoln from the
depths of space? How about another animated romp with soulful
animals sporting overlarge eyes? Perhaps a celebration of
someone who hides in trees and shoots people in the back?
Things were not looking good.
Then he mentioned one that I had heard of, vaguely, and since
it was the only one that fit our timing, we gave it a
spin. And wow.
Two Days, One Night turned out to be one of those little films
that really stick with you. Made by the Dardenne
brothers<fn>Think a Belgian-flavored Coen Brothers
partnership</fn>, in French with subtitles, this is the story
of Sandra (Marion Cotillard). Recovering from illness and all
set to return to her job, Sandra gets word that her co-workers
have voted her out so they could each receive a thousand-Euro
bonus. Dogs eat dogs.

But she convinces the boss to hold another election to give
her the weekend to convince her co-workers to change their
vote. That’s the setup, and the rest of the movie shows Sandra
going from one co-worker to the next, making her case.
Occasionally groveling, always a bundle of nerves barely
contained by her Xanax, the reactions she elicits run the
gamut. From people who felt such shame at their greed to
people who wanted her to understand just how important that
money is for her family and wouldn’t she just see it their
way, to actual outbursts of violence that she would dare ‘stir
the shit’.
In lesser hands, this setup could devolve into simplistic
characters playing out obvious cliches. In Hollywood, there
would have to be gun play or a big speech about shared
humanity and triumph of the spirit or some such bushwah. But
here, every character has a human dimension.<fn>Even the
dickhead supervisor and boss who thought it was a swell idea
to pit these people against one another in the first place.
Fucking motherfuckers.</fn> You see that everyone is
struggling; that even good people who know right from wrong
can succumb to the pressures of not having enough money to
make ends meet; that the conflict within the working class –
conflict often deliberately instigated by the Galtian
superheroes – creates degrees of rightness/wrongness that
makes moral judgement nearly impossible, because you know how
much it costs to send your kids to school/take care of medical
expenses/&c.<fn>Again, with the exception of the dickhead
bosses. Fk those guys. I recognized them as though I had known
them personally.</fn>
And in Hollywood, you can bet there would be at least some
makeup. Cotillard, one of Europe’s most financially and
artistically successful actors, is a beauty, a fashion model,
and spokesperson for a variety of glamour products. But here,
she is washed out, an aging woman of former beauty who has
endured too much to trouble with her appearance.

Too tired to care
A mother of two, married to an underemployed man who also
happens to be filled with love and devotion, Sandra is at the
end of her rope. She looks tired and beaten. The question at
the core – will she persuade enough people to give up their
bonus to save her job – seems at once impossible to achieve
while we believe “of course she can, it’s the movies!”.
And Cotillard is just stunningly perfect in the role. (She was
nominated for the Best Actress Oscar for the role.) Of course
we’re rooting for her, and of course we see there is no way in
hell she can possibly succeed. We know that she is fragile,
and in many ways barely even alive to her world anymore. And
yet…
So, no spoilers. This movie held us in the palm of its hand
for 95 minutes. Along the way, we meet some truly good people,
some people who wish they were good but aren’t quite, and a
couple of people you wish would slip and fall down some steep
stairs. It’s kind of like life that way.
Two Days, One Night. Just the kind of unexpected surprise that
makes this My Favorite World. Go. Watch. Thank me later.

